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(57) ABSTRACT 

The information Server System incorporates a high Speed, 
microcomputer based Server running industry Standard oper 
ating System Software enhanced to include functionality 
directed to operation of a new disk array controller, which 
controls the physically independent or integral disk Storage 
device array, and communications interface. The disk array 
controller Subsystem controls and communicates with the 
disk storage device array with a Fibre Channel protocol. The 
disk Storage device array incorporates a plurality of disk 
Storage devices with a corresponding number of bypass 
interface cards configured to facilitate the on-line addition, 
removal and replacement of disk Storage devices. In addi 
tional to incorporating the above described buses and Fibre 
Channel capability, the disk array further incorporates a 
physically independent Fibre Channel compatible optical 
buS for high Speed, communication between disk Storage 
device array Subsystem components, including the internal 
disk Storage devices, independent from the information 
Server. A wide array of user reconfigurable options are 
available as well as a Scalable expansion capability. 
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HIGH SPEED FAULT TOLERANT MASS 
STORAGE NETWORK INFORMATION SERVER 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is based upon Provisional Patent 
Application Ser. No. 60/077,643, filed Mar. 10, 1998. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. This invention relates to a “plug and play”, high 
Speed, microcomputer based, Fibre Channel compatible and 
fault tolerant mass Storage information Server System. In 
particular, the present invention relates to a device and 
method for providing an enterprise-wide information Server 
System which incorporates a dual loop arbitrated, Fibre 
Channel capable, multiple-fault tolerant, hot-Swappable disk 
array requiring no host computer. 
0004 2. Description of the Prior Art 
0005 Efforts have been made in the past to provide a 
mass Storage file Server capable of delivering information 
throughout an enterprise with high Speed data throughput, 
Scalable data Storage capability in a convenient, easily 
configurable enclosure using well known, industry Standard 
operating Software. However, Such Systems have typically 
experienced many shortcomings and problems associated 
with the inability of presently available computer and com 
munications hardware to sustain performance and survive 
failure of component devices. Such shortcomings have 
included the lack of capability to allow for scalability to 
accommodate increased Storage requirements without the 
need to completely power down information Server System 
to facilitate installation of additional disk Storage devices or 
communications capability. One of the Solutions presently 
available requires that the entire information Server System 
be taken off-line and powered down before any additional 
disk Storage devices can be added to the disk Storage array. 
This and other comparable or more capable Server Systems 
require a Significant amount of System administrator per 
Sonnel time and Server System resources to facilitate System 
maintenance for expansion of Storage Space, repair, and 
routine maintenance Such as optimization and System health 
monitoring. 
0006 Other problems existing in the presently available 
information Server Systems include a general inability of the 
present technology to provide continuous information Server 
capability after Some predetermined number of failures have 
occurred in the Server System. Some prior art information 
Server Systems have provided a limited fault tolerance 
capability. Such Systems typically employ a disk array Server 
which incorporates extra disk space Substantially in exceSS 
of that needed by the enterprise serviced by the information 
Server System. The extra disk Space is incorporated into Such 
Systems with the addition of additional physical disk Storage 
devices which are configured with a particular logical disk 
drive configuration tailored to meet the Storage, fault toler 
ance and Server requirements of the user. 
0007 To accomplish a desired level of fault tolerance, the 
disk array Subsystem is configured with various types of 
operating System Software to create duplicate and multiple 
copies of the data Stored on the information Server System 
acroSS Various different combinations of the physical and 
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logical disk drives. Any of a large array of fault tolerant disk 
array architectures are typically employed including, for 
example, various implementations of what is known the 
trade as the redundant array of independent disks or “RAID” 
topologies and protocols. Upon detection of a complete or 
partial failure of a particular disk Storage device, the oper 
ating System Software program notifies the Server of the 
failure, marks the portion of the disk which failed or 
logically removes the completely failed disk Storage device 
from the disk array. Next, the operating System typically 
reallocates the remaining available physical disk space into 
a modified configuration of logical disk drives. 

0008. The operating system then reconstructs new dupli 
cate, multiple copies of the data Stored on the Server System 
within the constraints of the newly reduced amount of free 
disk Space. The Server System also alerts the Server System 
administrator that a failure has occurred So that corrective 
action may be taken. 

0009. Depending on the exact nature of the failure, the 
necessary corrective action can include removal and replace 
ment of the completely or partially failed disk Storage 
device. The remove and replace System maintenance opera 
tion requires, in many Systems, that the entire Server System 
be taken off-line and powered down before the physical 
replacement operation can be performed. Some information 
Server Systems permit removal and replacement of the 
defective disk Storage device while the Server System 
remains on-line and powered on. This process is commonly 
referred to by the trade as “hot-swapping” of devices. Such 
Systems, however, require considerable hands-on interven 
tion of the System administrator perSonnel to manually 
manipulate the hardware interfaces and operating System 
Software for purposes of physically and logically reintegrat 
ing the newly replaced disk device into the disk array 
Subsystem. Also, the Systems capable of hot-Swapping, 
experience Severe degradation of performance resulting 
from the process of taking corrective action. 
0010. The process of logical reintegration requires a 
Significant portion of the Server System central processing 
unit and memory resources. These resources are needed to 
accomplish the reallocation of the newly available free disk 
Space into the logical disk configuration of the Server and the 
redistribution of the multiple, duplicate copies of the infor 
mation Stored on the Server acroSS the new and remaining 
physical and logical disk drives. This need for Server System 
resources, although temporary, results in a Severe decrease 
in the performance of the information Server System. 

0011 Thus, users of presently available information 
Server technology have generally two types of information 
server system options available. The first type of server 
System is completely unavailable for the duration of the 
System maintenance operation. The Second type of System 
is, in effect, unavailable to the users due to the Seriously 
degraded performance experienced by the information 
Server System during the System maintenance operation. The 
following U.S. patents, which are hereby incorporated by 
reference in their entirety, appear to disclose various types 
and components of the above described information Server 
systems: U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,402,428; 5,471,099; 5,479,653; 
5,502,836; 5,517,632; 5,518,418; 5,522,031; 5,530,831; 
5,544,339; 5,548,712; 5,615,352; 5,651,132; 5,659,677; 
5,664,119, 5,666,337; 5,680,538; 5,694,581; and 5,701,406. 
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0012. As a result of the problems and shortcomings of the 
technology incorporated into the presently available infor 
mation Server Systems, users are left without a Satisfactory 
Server System which is capable of, among other features, 
continuous uninterrupted availability, nondegraded perfor 
mance and Simplified, quick and easy Storage Space expan 
Sion, reconfiguration, repair and routine maintenance. None 
of the previous devices have adequately met these needs. 
Thus, it is apparent that a need exists for an System which 
not only reduces or eliminates the Shortcomings and prob 
lems associated with the currently available information 
Server Systems and related technology, but also which pro 
vides an efficient and cost-effective Solution to Such con 
CCS. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013 The present invention is an information server 
System with a “plug and play', Scalable, modular, fault 
tolerant, multi-loop, hot Swappable architecture incorporat 
ing a central processing unit, a storage device controller 
connected to the central processing unit for controlling at 
least one Storage device array and a communications inter 
face System connected to the central processing unit for 
communicating with other Systems. More particularly, the 
invention represents a plug and play Storage System for 
information Storage and retrieval applications and incorpo 
rates an on board computer Server for the Storage System, 
thus eliminating the requirement for resources from a host 
computer. The computer controls and communicates with a 
Storage device controller and a communications interface 
with other Systems external to the Storage System. The 
Storage device operates via a high Speed interface to control 
an array of Storage devices through their individual hot Swap 
interface cards. 

0.014. In one presently preferred embodiment, the inven 
tion provides a Self contained plug and play information 
Server System which incorporates a high Speed, microcom 
puter based, Server running industry Standard operating 
System Software enhanced to include functionality directed 
to operation of an array controller for a Storage device Such 
as a magnetic disk array, optical device array, Solid State 
memory or the like, and which controls the physically 
independent or integral Storage device array, and a commu 
nications interface. In a presently preferred form, the array 
controller Subsystem controls and communicates with the 
Storage device array with a Fibre Channel protocol and 
topology compatible 1.0625 gigabit per Second copper com 
pact PCI and/or a fibre optic interface bus and an Intelligent 
Input/Output, “IO' bus for control of and communication 
with the disk Storage device array. 
0.015 The storage device array incorporates a plurality of 
Storage devices with a corresponding number of bypass, or 
“bridging”, interface cards configured to facilitate the on 
line addition, removal and replacement of Storage devices. 
In addition to incorporating the above described buses and 
Fibre Channel capability, the Storage device array further 
incorporates a physically independent Fibre Channel com 
patible optical bus for high Speed communication between 
Storage device array Subsystem components, including the 
internal Storage devices, independent from the information 
server. The problems encountered with previously available 
information Server Systems are Solved by the present inven 
tion, which can be manufactured relatively inexpensively 
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from a variety of off-the-shelf hardware and Software, either 
in Standard configurations or on a custom configured basis. 
In either configuration, a wide array of user reconfigurable 
options are available as well as a Scalable expansion capa 
bility. 

0016. The present invention accordingly provides for an 
information Server System with a Scalable, modular, fault 
tolerant, hot Swappable architecture, that comprises a central 
processing unit; an array controller Subsystem connected to 
the central processing unit for controlling at least one 
Storage device array; and a communications interface Sub 
System connected to the central processing unit for commu 
nicating with other Subsystems of the information Server and 
for controlling the array controller Subsystem. 

0017 For convenience, and not by way of limitation, the 
invention will be described below in the context of magnetic 
disk Storage devices as they represent readily available and 
compatible types of Storage devices for information Server 
applications. However, those skilled in the art will recognize 
that other Storage devices and media Such as optical disks, 
Solid State memories or magnetic Storage media would be 
applicable for various applications, depending on the State of 
development of the Storage media technology and the appli 
cation to which the system is to be put. Similarly, the 
invention will be described in the context of a Fibre Channel 
protocol and topology compatible 1.0625 Gigabit per Second 
per Second copper compact PCI and/or fibre optic interface 
bus and Intelligent Input/Output IO bus as the communi 
cations link between the Storage device controller and the 
Storage device array, although other communication links 
may be used, depending on the array architecture, commu 
nications Speed requirements and available technology for 
data linkS. 

0018. In one presently preferred embodiment, the infor 
mation Server System further comprises a midplane connec 
tor for connecting interface cards for components. In a 
currently preferred aspect of the invention, each disk Storage 
device array comprises a plurality of disk Storage devices 
and a corresponding number of bypass interface cards, all of 
which communicate with one another and the information 
Server. In another presently preferred aspect of the invention, 
each disk Storage device array comprises a predetermined 
number of bypass interface cards which populate the entire 
information Server System, whether or not the entire infor 
mation Server System is fully populated with a correspond 
ing number of disk devices. Each disk Storage device is 
preferably hot-Swappable, and each disk Storage device is 
mounted on a bypass interface card that connects to the 
midplane connector. 

0019. In a presently preferred embodiment, the disk array 
controller Subsystem controls and communicates with one or 
more disk Storage device arrays with an arbitrated dual 
channel Fibre Channel System, and each of the disk Storage 
devices are connected to the arbitrated dual channel Fibre 
Channel architecture, whereby each disk Storage device may 
perform Simultaneous reads and writes of data in response to 
any requests from the outside world through the information 
Server. In another presently preferred aspect of the invention, 
the disk Storage devices include electronic device registra 
tion devices, and the disk array controller Subsystem moni 
tors identification numbers of the electronic device registra 
tion devices. The disk array controller Subsystem can thus 
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monitor when a component in the information Server System 
is removed or added. The electronic device registration 
devices are preferably integrated into an electronic circuitry 
of each of the disk devices Such that engagement or disen 
gagement of each disk Storage device with the disk Storage 
device array causes a triggering of the electronic device 
registration devices to generate and transmit a unique iden 
tifying Serial number Signal unique to each disk Storage 
device to the disk array controller Subsystem. A triggering of 
the electronic device registration devices preferably causes 
the electronic device registration devices to generate and 
transmit a unique identifying Serial number Signal unique to 
each disk device to the disk array controller Subsystem, and 
upon receiving the Signal, the disk array controller Sub 
System then immediately either initiates logical connection 
or disconnection of the disk device to or from the array, 
depending on whether the disk device has been engaged or 
disengaged, respectively. The disk array controller Sub 
System can thus accomplish the electrical and logical con 
nection and disconnection of the disk device by control of 
the bypass interface cards. In another presently preferred 
aspect, the bypass interface cards comprise an independent 
but logically integrated optical bus for communication 
within the Fibre Channel topology and protocol between 
disk drives. 

0020. In another presently preferred embodiment, the 
disk array controller Subsystem is adapted to configure one 
or more of the disk Storage devices for a configuration 
selected from the group consisting of RAID 0, RAID 1, 
RAID 3, RAID 5, RAID 10 and an XOR RAID configura 
tion. 

0021. In another presently preferred aspect of this inven 
tion, an operator may activate a So-called "hot button” which 
will disable the write function to the array, thus preventing 
the writing of Suspect data on the Storage array after a System 
fault has been detected. 

0022. From the above, it may be seen that the present 
invention provides a novel, plug and play, high Speed 
Scalable and modular fault tolerant information Server archi 
tecture which offerS many benefits over prior art Systems. 
Other features and advantages of the present invention will 
become apparent from the following detailed description of 
the invention, taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, which illustrate, by way of example, the prin 
ciples of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0023 Referring now to the drawings wherein like refer 
ence numerals acroSS the Several different views refer to 
identical or corresponding parts, 

0024 FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of the 
Information Server System of the present invention; 
0.025 FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic representation of the 
Disk Array Controller subsystem of the Information Server 
System of FIG. 1; and 

0.026 FIG. 3 is a is a diagrammatic representation of the 
Fault Tolerant, Fibre Channel Arbitrated Dual Loop, Hot 
Swappable Disk Array Subsystem of the Information Server 
System of FIG. 1. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0027. As can be understood from reference to FIGS. 1-3 
in the accompanying drawings, which are provided for 
purposes of illustration and not by way of limitation, the 
information Server System of the present invention, desig 
nated generally by reference numeral 100, incorporates two 
primary Subsystems, including an information Server 200 
and a disk Storage device array 300 connected through its 
integral Fibre Channel architecture compatible, high Speed 
physical and virtual backplane bus and Intelligent Input/ 
Output, “I2O' bus to the integral and or independent and 
external bus 150. In the presently preferred embodiment, bus 
150 is a Gigabit compact PCI/Fibre Channel interface and 
IO Bus, but other optical and copper based high Speed data 
buses and the like are appropriate, depending upon System 
throughput requirements and available technology. The 
information Server further incorporates Secondary Sub 
Systems including, but not limited to, a communications 
interface Subsystem 210, a disk array controller subsystem 
230, and single board high speed computer 280 running a 
computer industry Standard operating System Software pro 
gram such as, for example, Windows NT available from 
Microsoft Corporation. 
0028. The computer further communicates with a display 
282, Such as a touch Screen display, and a storage device 284 
Such as a hard disk. The operating System Software incor 
porates enhancements adding additional functionality 
directed to control of the communications interface 210, 
disk array controller 230 and single board computer 280. 
The single board computer ("SBC') 280 can include any of 
a wide number of Suitable devices including, but not limited 
to, the Compact PCI CPU Board with Pentium Processor, 
Model No. ZT 5510, available from Ziatech Corporation. 
Modifications to enhance performance of the ZT 5510 can 
include an onboard 40MB flash memory card for permanent 
Storage of the non-reconfigurable portions of the Windows 
NT operating System Software and an onboard, removable, 
PCMCIA 40 Mb flash memory card, “D2 Flash Disk” avail 
able from Sandisk Corporation for read/writeable storage of 
the reconfigurable portions of the Windows NT software. 
The respective manufacturer, Fibre Channel Consortium and 
IO Special Interest Group reference design data sheets and 
materials describing the detailed operating capabilities and 
Specifications of each of these components are hereby incor 
porated by reference in their entirety. 
0029. The communications interface subsystem 210 
communicates with other Systems on the above described 
buses and incorporates any combination of a number of 
widely available interface and communications tertiary Sub 
system circuit boards in the preferred embodiment. The 
interface boards incorporate, among other components, digi 
tal subscriber unit (“DSU”) framers which can include, for 
example, T-1 communications compatible DSUS Such as the 
Model No. DS2152 chip set from Dallas Semiconductor 
Corp. The communications boards incorporate, among other 
components, multi-channel communications processors 
which can include, for example, the 4-channel “Ouick-Chip” 
communications processor from Motorola Corp. The com 
munications circuit board also includes onboard buffer 
memory and a high Speed, Fibre Channel compatible, optical 
buS for intra-Server-component high Speed data communi 
cations as well as Fibre Channel compatible, compact PCI 
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bridge circuitry Such as the bridge chip Set available from 
Tundra. Additionally, for improved communications diag 
nostic, Status and health monitoring capabilities, the com 
munications board incorporates a bit error rate tester chip 
set, Such as the device available as Model No. DS2172 from 
Dallas Semiconductor, configured for communication with 
the SBC 280 and operating system software, via the IO bus. 
Although the communications interface Subsystems 210 
have been described with reference to well known T-1 
communications architecture, the Subsystems are adaptable 
for compatibility with nearly all other network and telecom 
munications architectures, protocols and topologies includ 
ing, but not limited to, T-3, DS-3, OC-3C, OC-12C, 
OC-1920, FDDI, SONET, SCSI, TCP/IP, HiPPI and ATM. 
The respective manufacturer, consortium, industry associa 
tion and organization reference design data sheets and 
materials describing the detailed operating capabilities and 
Specifications of each of these components are hereby incor 
porated by reference in their entirety. 
0030) Referring generally now to the block diagram of 
FIG. 2, the disk array controller subsystem 230 further 
incorporates a high speed chip set, such as the ISP2100 
Intelligent Fibre Channel Processor available from Qlogic 
Corp., which includes a reduced instruction Set chip 
(“RISC) processor 235, a compact PCI interface 240, and 
a Fibre Channel capable, arbitrated dual loop direct disk 
access protocol interface 250 for maximum communications 
bandwidth and redundancy. This controller 230 communi 
cates data Stored on the disk array or to be stored thereon 
through the communications interface Subsystem 210 
between the disk array 300 and the outside world. The 
controller 230 is fully Fibre Channel compliant and is 
capable of controlling up to 126 disk Storage devices in the 
disk array 300. The controller 230 is adapted to configure the 
disk array 300 for fault tolerant, data redundancy protocols 
including, but not limited to, RAID 0,1,3,5, 10 (1 & 0) and 
the new XOR RAID configuration. The respective manu 
facturer, consortium, industry association and organization 
reference design data sheets and materials describing the 
detailed operating capabilities and Specifications of each of 
these components are hereby incorporated by reference in 
their entirety. 
0031. With general reference to FIG.3, the fault tolerant, 
Fibre Channel capable, arbitrated dual loop, hot-Swappable 
disk storage device array Subsystem 300 further includes an 
enclosure having a front bay of Slots for receipt of disk 
devices 340 and a rear bay for receipt of bypass/bridging 
interface cards 370. The midplane of the enclosure incor 
porates a backbone Fibre Channel compact PCI bus in 
addition to physically independent, but logically integrated 
(within the Fibre Channel topology and protocol) 120 and 
optical buses. The disk array 300 also incorporates a plu 
rality of disk Storage devices and a corresponding number of 
bypass interface cards 370, all of which communicate with 
one another and the information server 200 though any one 
or combination of the above described buses. Each disk 
array 300 preferably incorporates a predetermined number 
of bypass interface cards 370 which populate the entire 
enclosure of the array 300 whether or not the entire enclo 
Sure is fully populated with a corresponding disk devices 
340. Thus, the bypass cards 370 maintain the logical and 
electrical integrity of the backbone buses of the array 
Subsystem 300 regardless of the number of empty disk 
device 340 slots. 
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0032 Each of the disk storage devices 340 may include 
any number of different Storage media types including, but 
not limited to, optical, magnetic disk, magnetic tape, mag 
neto-optical media, flash and bubble memory devices, com 
pact, read-only disk (“CD-ROM'), digital video disk and 
other Similar technology mass Storage devices. In one of the 
preferred embodiments of the present invention, each of the 
disk Storage devices 340 includes a physical interlock Sys 
tem, not shown in the drawings, which is adapted to physi 
cally engage and disengage the disk Storage device 340 to 
and from a physical enclosure which contains the disk array 
300. Such devices can specifically include, for example, any 
one or combination of 4.3 Gb, 9.1 Gb and 18 Gb magnetic 
disk drives available from Seagate Technologies. Each of the 
disk devices 340 fully implement the arbitrated dual channel 
Fibre Channel architecture such that every disk device 340 
may perform Simultaneous reads and writes of data in 
response to any requests from the outside world through the 
information server 200. All of such devices of the present 
invention include, among other components, data carriers 
known to the trade as electronic device registration devices. 
0033. The data carrier device preferably incorporates a 
64-bit ROM with a factory specified, unique 48-bit serial 
number This capability enables unique identification of each 
and every physical disk device 340 manufactured for use 
with the present invention by any number of manufacturers, 
industry-wide for the foreseeable future. The data carrier 
device is integrated into the electronic circuitry of each of 
the disk devices 340 So that as the physical interlock of each 
disk device 340 is actuated to either engage or disengage the 
disk device 340 from the disk array 300, the interlock also 
triggers the data carrier device. 
0034. This triggering of the data carrier generates and 
transmits a unique identifying Serial number Signal unique to 
each disk device 340 which is transmitted, for example, over 
the IO bus to the disk controller 230. Upon receiving the 
signal, the controller 230 then immediately either initiates 
logical connection or disconnection of the disk device 340 to 
or from the array 300 depending on whether the disk device 
340 has been engaged or disengaged, respectively. The 
controller accomplishes the electrical and logical connection 
and disconnection of the disk device 340 by control of the 
bypass interface card 370. Use of the data carrier device 
enables remote Software controlled logical engagement or 
disengagement of each of the disk devices in addition to the 
above described operations. Thus, disk device 340 connec 
tion or disconnection can be accomplished either physically 
by a System administrator or remotely by error monitoring 
Software functions of either the controller 230 or operating 
system running on the SBC 280. Such data carrier devices 
are readily available from a variety of manufacturers includ 
ing the “iButton” available from Dallas Semiconductor as 
Part No. DS1990A 

0035) The bypass/bridging interface cards 370 which 
populate the rear bay accept signals from the controller 230 
to communicate via the Fibre Channel interface 150 and 
protocol between the Storage devices, the diagnostics and 
the diagnostics and control System, and interfacing with the 
Storage devices via the 310 connectors to the Storage 
devices. Thus, each Storage device can Simultaneously per 
form multiple reads and writes within the arbitrated dual 
channel Fibre Channel topology and protocol capability 
previously described above. This capability allows remote 
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Software control to automatically detect insertion of new 
disk devices 340 into the disk array 300, and is thus hot 
Swappable. Thus, automatic testing, formatting, and logical 
integration can occur without any intervention of adminis 
trator perSonnel, beyond physical insertion of a new bypass 
card 370 and/or disk device 340. Accordingly, when a new 
disk device 340 has been detected in the array 300 by receipt 
of the transmitted data carrier Signal, unattended integration 
of the new disk into the array 300 topology is provided. 
Additionally, no degradation of the server system 100 per 
formance will occur, Since all Such integration activity can 
be performed over the bypass card 370 optical bus. The 
circuitry of the bypass interface cards 370 typically incor 
porate any one of a number of Fibre Channel compatible 
bypass chip Sets including, but not limited to, those available 
from Motorola Corp. as Part No. 10SX1189 and Vitesse 
Semiconductor Corp. as Part Nos. VSC7121 and VSC7122 
Bypass Circuits. 
0036). For each of the disk storage device array 300 
components, the respective manufacturer, consortium, 
industry association and organization reference design data 
sheets and materials describing the detailed operating capa 
bilities and Specifications of each of these components are 
hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety. 

0037. The method of the invention embodies the control 
of hot Swappable interface cards and associated Storage 
devices arranged in an array and controlled via a high Speed 
interface with a diagnostic and control System containing a 
communications interface and a storage device controller. A 
high Speed computer dedicated to System control and opera 
tion interfaces with both the communications interface and 
the Storage device controller to Sense and manage the 
condition of the various elements of the Storage device array. 
By utilizing the method of the invention, the information 
Server can be in continuous operation without the necessity 
of taking the System down to add Storage capacity. 

0.038. From the above, it will be appreciated that the 
present invention represents a new and novel arrangement 
for an information Server System Serving a computer infor 
mation System. The System and method of the invention 
provide a plug and play, truly hot Swappable Storage device 
System that does not require an external host computer. The 
system of the invention can be directly connected to Fibre 
Channel networks or Ethernet connections. The System 
provides both hot swappability and hot expandability for 
Storage device addition and repair without powering down 
or additional diagnostic activities external to the System. 
Because of the Scalability and modularity of the architecture, 
the System can be adapted to virtually any capacity. 

0039 While particular forms of the invention have been 
illustrated and described, it will also be apparent that various 
modifications can be made without departing from the Spirit 
and Scope of the invention. Accordingly, it is not intended 
that the invention be limited, except as by the appended 
claims. 

1-26. (canceled) 
27. An information server system with a scalable, modu 

lar, fault tolerant, multi loop, hot Swappable architecture, 
comprising: 
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a central processing unit including a digital processor, a 
user interface, and onboard flash memory for Storage of 
an operating System; 

at least one Storage device array connected to Said central 
processing unit, 

a Storage array controller Subsystem connected to the 
central processing unit for controlling Said at least one 
Storage device array; and 

a communications interface Subsystem connected to the 
central processing unit for communicating with other 
Subsystems of the information server and for control 
ling Said Storage device array controller Subsystem. 

28. The information server system of claim 27, wherein 
Said onboard flash memory permanently Stores non-recon 
figurable portions of the operating System. 

29. The information server system of claim 28, wherein 
Said onboard flash memory permanently storing non-recon 
figurable portions of the operating System is write-protected. 

30. The information server system of claim 28, wherein 
Said onboard flash memory permanently storing non-recon 
figurable portions of the operating System is non-rewritable. 

31. The information server system of claim 27, wherein 
Said onboard flash memory provides read/writeable Storage 
of reconfigurable portions of the operating System. 

32. The information server system of claim 27, wherein 
Said onboard flash memory comprises a removable flash 
memory. 

33. The information server system of claim 27, wherein 
each Said Storage device array comprises a plurality of 
Storage devices and a corresponding number of bypass 
interface cards, all of which communicate with one another 
and the information Server. 

34. The information server system of claim 33, further 
comprising a midplane connector for connecting interface 
cards for components. 

35. The information server system of claim 34, wherein 
each said Storage device array comprises a predetermined 
number of bypass interface cards which populate the entire 
information server system whether or not the entire infor 
mation Server System is fully populated with a correspond 
ing number of Storage devices. 

36. The information server system of claim 33, wherein 
each Said Storage device is hot-Swappable. 

37. The information server system of claim 34, wherein 
each Said Storage device is mounted on a bypass interface 
card that connects to the midplane connector. 

38. The information server system of claim 33, wherein 
Said Storage array controller Subsystem controls and com 
municates with Said at least one Storage device array with an 
arbitrated dual channel Fibre Channel system. 

39. The information server system of claim 38, wherein 
each of Said Storage devices is connected to Said arbitrated 
dual channel Fibre Channel architecture whereby each stor 
age device may perform Simultaneous reads and writes of 
data in response to any requests from the outside world 
through the information Server. 

40. The information server system of claim 33, wherein 
Said Storage devices are Selected from the group consisting 
of optical, magnetic disk, magnetic tape, magneto-optical 
media, flash and bubble memory devices, compact, read 
only disk, and digital Video disk Storage devices. 
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41. The information server system of claim 33, wherein 
Said Storage devices are Selected from the group consisting 
of a magnetic disk array, an optical disk array, and Solid State 
memory. 

42. The information server system of claim 33, wherein 
Said Storage devices are Selected from the group consisting 
of optical disks, Solid State memories, and magnetic Storage 
media. 

43. The information server system of claim 33, wherein 
Said Storage devices include electronic device registration 
devices. 

44. The information server system of claim 43, wherein 
Said Storage array controller Subsystem monitors identifica 
tion numbers of Said electronic device registration devices. 

45. The information server system of claim 43, wherein 
Said Storage array controller Subsystem monitors when a 
component in Said information Server System is removed or 
added. 

46. The information server system of claim 43, wherein 
Said electronic device registration devices include a 64-bit 
ROM with a factory specified, unique 48-bit serial number. 

47. The information server system of claim 43, wherein 
Said electronic device registration devices are integrated into 
an electronic circuitry of each of the Storage devices Such 
that engagement or disengagement of each Storage device 
with the Storage device array causes a triggering of the 
electronic device registration devices to generate and trans 
mit a unique identifying Serial number Signal unique to each 
Storage device to Said Storage array controller Subsystem. 

48. The information server system of claim 43, wherein a 
triggering of Said electronic device registration devices 
causes Said electronic device registration devices to generate 
and transmit a unique identifying Serial number Signal 
unique to each Storage device to Said Storage array controller 
Subsystem, and upon receiving the Signal, Said Storage array 
controller Subsystem then immediately either initiates logi 
cal connection or disconnection of the Storage device to or 
from the array, depending on whether the Storage device has 
been engaged or disengaged, respectively. 

49. The information server system of claim 43, wherein 
Said Storage array controller Subsystem accomplishes the 
electrical and logical connection and disconnection of the 
Storage device by control of Said bypass interface cards. 

50. The information server system of claim 38, wherein 
Said bypass interface cards comprise an independent but 
logically integrated optical bus for communication within 
the Fibre Channel topology and protocol between said 
Storage devices. 

51. The information server system of claim 27, wherein 
Said Storage array controller Subsystem is adapted to con 
figure Said at least one Storage device for fault tolerant, data 
redundancy protocols. 

52. The information server system of claim 51, wherein 
Said Storage array controller Subsystem is adapted to con 
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figure Said at least one Storage device for a configuration 
selected from the group consisting of RAID 0, RAID 1, 
RAID 3, RAID 5, RAID 10 and an XOR RAID configura 
tion. 

53. The information server system of claim 27, wherein 
Said communications interface Subsystem comprises a digi 
tal Subscriber unit framer. 

54. The information server system of claim 27, wherein 
Said communications interface Subsystem comprises an 
onboard buffer memory and a high speed, Fibre Channel 
compatible, optical bus for intra-server-component high 
Speed data communications. 

55. The information server system of claim 27, wherein 
Said communications interface Subsystem comprises a bit 
error rate tester chip Set. 

56. The information server system of claim 27, further 
comprising an operator controllable input device which 
disables the ability of the system to write new data on the 
Storage devices of the Storage device array. 

57. A method of operation for an information server 
comprising: 

establishing high Speed communication with a fault tol 
erant, hot Swappable Storage device array; Sensing the 
Status of each Storage device of Said array from infor 
mation provided by a hot Swap interface card associ 
ated with each Storage device; 

analyzing information regarding the Status of the Storage 
device in a computer to assess operating characteristics 
of the Storage device and overall operation of the 
information Server; 

deriving Signals for control of the Storage devices to 
maintain System operation; communicating control Sig 
nals to a Service device controller for control of indi 
vidual Storage devices, and 

transmitting the control Signals over a high Speed inter 
face to individual hot Swap interface cards to thereby 
control the operation of individual Storage devices. 

58. The method of claim 57, further comprising the steps 
of: 

generating a display of System Status to a display panel; 
and 

providing a user interface to Supply inputs to the com 
puter. 

59. The method of claim 58, further comprising the step 
of: 

providing a touch Screen display to both display Status and 
accept inputs from a System user. 


